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Amends

System

by Mchelle Hartell
Associate Editor
The ASBSU Senate has recently
passed an amendment to the
Student Govemment constitution
which changes the Senate election system.
For continuity
purposes, the Senate has proposed a staggered election. system with elections to be held in
the 1all and spring. This amendment will now have to obtain 5%
of the student body's signatures
so that it may go on the ballot at
election time this spring.
Wlen ASS President Mke
Cramer was running for office, he
went to the university administrators and asked, "Wlat is the
biggest problem with student
govemment?"
Cramer received
much the same response, "lack of
continutiy in the system."
Every year a new administration
comes in to the ASSSU office and
each group has little orientation
.or knowledge of the specifics of
BSU student and university policy.
Wth the senate being a perpetual body, student govemment
should reap many benefits and
become more effective according
toCrarner.
Senator Neal Wlson is chairperson of the committee which
drafted.the election amendment.
Wlson feels there will be more
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projects coming out of the Senate
with the new system. . "In the
present system the Senate is
ninety percent finished with a
project and the term of office is
over.
Few senators fun tor
re-election and there Is no training
program' for continuing the previous Senate's projects."
Another important task that
would beCiided· by continuity
would be the Senate's budget.
One of the Senate's duties is to
have control of all ASBSU funds.
Senator Wlson said, "One of the
first things the Senate has to do
after being elected is to prepare a
budget for the funds. Senators
are not prepared for such a major
task so soon after taking office."
The new system for the Senate
can also benefit the executive
offices.
Speaking from experlence Cramer said, "Coming into
office, as the new president, you
need some help. You are unsure
of the mechanics and ofthe goals
you should commit yourself to. I
went into otttce expecting some
type of orientation but all they did
was show me where my office
was."
The proposed amendment will
be put into effect, if adopted, in
the spring of 1981.
ASBSU Treasurer, Vicki Childs
says, "I think it is one of the best
ideas Student Govemmenthas
had this year!"
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Wnter snows have come to the mountains around Doise and many ski areas are open throughout the
state. The above picture was taken at the Brundage mountain ski area in M;eall. The Arbiter has included
a special ski section in this Issue to answer any questions you may have about cross-country and downhill
skiing.
photo courtesy 01 McCall. Chamber 01 Commerce

training.
dents train to asstst doctors in
The school also acts as a lalson
providi ng health care. TIle areas.a
between the university and medistudent can study in are medical
cal professions
enabling the
records.. radiologic technology,
, The School of Health Sciences,
school to serve the student in
repslratory therapy, and medical
according to IRan Victor Duke,
practical and' up-to-date experoffice assistant, all offering a'3promotes good health byeducatiences In his or her, field. The
soclate degrees and several offering students who havechosen one
School becomes a "contact point"
Ing baccalaureate degrees as well.
of the health science cereers.as
between their education and the
Community and Environment
their life's work.
.
. oean Duke listed tour programs .l-ealth studies the aspects of medical profession.
The faculty of the school rehuman health on a personal,
within the School 'of
I-ealth
flects the school's linkage with
Sciences for the student Inter- , social and environmental levels.
professionals.
Instructors hold
The preprofessional
studies
ested in health care. The cepartboth the educational credentials
area has programs for those
ment of Nursing has two' profor teaching as well as the
grams in nursing~ucation.
AA· students who desire to go onto
qualifications for medical pracassociate degree program enables .medical schools In a variety of
tice. Duke said, "The main Point
health profess lens, ranging from
the student to take the State
of the faculty Is to Improve the
medicine to phannacy to veteriBoard of Nursing examination to
public health,to keep people well
nary medicine.
become a registered nurse. A
The School Is a training gl1)und . and treat those who are unwell,
second program allows the nurs-.
anddo It better, " accomplished:
for students In thamedical fields,
ing student to eam a.baccalaurthrough education.
Duke said, which makes the
eate degree In nursing.
'He a1soseld that he felt it was
school "educationally responsiAllied Health Studies specialize
CONTINUED
TO PAGE 3
ble", for the student's proper
in medical technologies.
Stuby Jeff Suter
Associate Editor
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In an article that appeared in the University Arbiter on December
12, 1979, on page 1, page 5, and page 6,' referring to a recent Mrage
presentation and the involvement ofMlrk Shepard, this newspaper
and its agents wish to retract any statements, references or
accusations, of blackmail or extortion attributed' to Mlrk Shepard;
any statements or references that IV'erk Shepard was fired or
, discontinued as a student worker and the reasons therefore or that
M3rk Shepard engaged in any criminal conduct; .anystatements or
references that I'lark Shepard made any demands of money or other
goods prior to tuming over a videotape: any statements concerning
the ownerhip of, the videotape; or any statements or reterencestnat
fvbrk Shepard made any financial gains.
.
This newspaperregrets that the above statements were published
and publicly apotcqlzes to. IV'erk Shepard for their publication.
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Job Hunters Need Skills
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BSU-College students hoping
to land jobs in Idaho businesses
should develop their communication skills along with specialized
training in business, according to
a study just released by 0".
I-bward Kinslinger, associate professor of management· at Boise
State.
In the study Kinslinger asked 13
major Idaho businesses and
govemment agencies to assess
their future manpower needs, and
determine what skills are most
important in their employees.
A common theme throughout
the study, said Kinslinger, was
the importance businesses and
agencies placed on communication, interpersonal skills, and
ethical values.
.
"R~ardless of which specific
area of business a person turns to
for a career, those three skills are
considered important," he said.
Other important areas that businesses stressed were the general
management skills; such as planning, organiZing, directing and
controlling.
In another section of the report,
Kinslinger asked businesses and
agencies to predict their manpower needs in six of the major
areas taught in the BSU School of
Business: accounting, marketing,
management, data processing,
finance, and economics.
fvbst organizations said they
expect to increase their work force
during the next ten years, with
some fields expected to double in
employment.
The greatest projected needs in
the next decade are for interviewers, management trainees,
foremen, supervisors, system
analysts, and department managers, the report indicated.
As a follow-up to the first study,
Kinslinger surveyed 42 Boise
State graduates now working for a
large Idaho corporation.
That questionaire, he said, was
more open and asked graduates
what they like and disliked about
their education at Boise State.
Like their employers, graduates
said communication skills were
important. Although none of the
survey participants majored in·

communication, most said knowledge in that field was one of the
most useful things they gained
from college, .aside from specialized training for their job.
On the other hand, graduates
said courses from the arts,
humanities, and sciences were
least useful in their jobs.
In addition, those surveyed said
the BSU curriculum should contain more practical types of experiences, such as apprenticeships, intemships, case study
work, on-the-job training, and
problem-solving experiences.
Combined, Kinslinger said the'
two studies can be valuable tools
for both businesses and universities.
Businesses, he said, can use
the information in their manpower
planning and development.
It
could help reduce costs in selection, training, and employee turnover because organizations would
have a clearer idea of what skills
and abil ities to look for in their job
appl icants .
Funds for - the research were
provided by a grant from Boise
Cascade Corporation and a faculty
research grant from the Center for
Research, Grants, and Contracts.
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ELVES! THE PLACE IS FULL OF ELVES!
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ROTC Hosts

Snowshoe Races
BSL.!:-On Friday January 25,
1980, the BSU R.O.T.C. Department (Mlitary Science) will conduct the 2nd Annual Snowshoe
Races.
Races will consist of six person
teams in three categories-men,
womens and mixed. Each division
will-have a first, second, and third
place trophy.
The event will take place between the SUB and Alternate Gym
and will run from noon to 3:00
p.m. with the presentation of the
trophies at approximately 3:15.
I-bt chocolate and other winter
warmers will be served. All BSU
students are invited to enter their
teams. Teams should be entered
by Thursday. January 24.
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important for the faculty to occasionally "get back into practice, to
keep their hands in it," in order to
stay current with practices in the
medical field.
Students entering the preprofessional studies programs do not
need to major in the preprofessional department.
They may
major in what they wish and in
addition to their' major, take
classes that will qualify them to

enter into health schools. , There
have been students from a wide
variety of majors who have gone
onto a medical school, Duke said.
Those that go through the
program and successfully complete the requirements of the
program have been found to be
very successful in entering medical schools.
Duke said that the preparation
for preprofessional students "su_ perb" reflected by the high per-
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Cross Country Skiers

i

centages of students accepted.
o
Come to the most complete cross country ski
III
75 of those who apply, enter
shop in Boise. (We do not carry downhill skis.)
medical school, "a remarkable
precentage," the dean said.
I-bwever, the requirements of
0 Norrona
Stitched Boots'
completion at BSU are strict and
Dfil • Epoke, Asnes, Tappen,
•
"more people go into the pipe than
go out of it." rvbst of those who
Trucker & Normark Skis
~
qualify and go on to medical
o
I)
Complete repair, hot wax,
school are usually found in the
upper quarter of their class.
m
servicing while you wait~'"
0
o
I
In fact, all BSU health science
Cl Best prices
on waxes and
R
students are "in demand," Duke R
Cl
accessories
_ ' ~IS' 344·3821 ~
0
said.
A high percentage' of
students who complete their maIt Free lessons
for renters
414'N.~O~
jor pass the certification examinao
•
tion necessary for medical Ii:.
~
Come in and talk ~lth us.
censing.
Part of that may be due to the , ~Or=J
O~
0
practical experience the students
get. The school has some of the
same equipment that can be found
in a doctor's office or hospital.
In a tour give Arbiter rep-orters, '
students were seen practicing
with an x-ray machine located in
\ ..
::.
.} .
the student health center (not
associated with the school of
health sciences except for ' the
shared building). The school also
UNDER NEW
has 'respiration equipment, an
OWNERSHW
electrocardiogram,
and other
medical technologies students
must be acquainted with.
Along with the hands-on experience gained by working with the
equipment a number of medical
clinics, hospitals and nursing
homes cooperate with the school
so that students can gain working
experience with practicing professionals.
Preprofessional students who
qualify may apply for an internship in their junior year through
the dean's office. A two credit
, program offers three hours a week
in a clinical situation and an
on-campus seminar.
The nursing program builds in
practical experience in the stuGroup rides every Sunday at 9 am:
dent's education. Clinical labora,
call for info
tories are held in hospitals where#2
students work with patients under
#1
6815 FAIRVIEW
the supervision of their instruct1015 VISTA
377-2091
ors.
343-2941
WlREHOUSE
Clinical work for students training in radtoloqyserves muchthe
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Faculty Sen fe Ad pts
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Imagination," and "Human Choice
ments Z111 and Z112 be substiand the Future."
tuted with Biology 107.
The senate also approved the
Also during the meeting, the
curriculum committee's proposals
senators
passed a proposal which
to alter the IJ\elding Program in
would drop the MIsters of Science
the vocational-technical school by
degree in Chemistry Education,
the addition and deletion of
but still retain the graduate level
courses. programmed Elementary
classes to be taught when reGerman was adopted as a regular
class in the Foreign Language quested. In, the Economics department:'
"Managerial
DJpartment. New classes will be
Economics" will be dropped from.
added to the' Interdisciplinary
the rvasters of Business AdminiHumanities. These will include
"Hunatles: A View of the Na.ture stration to be replaced by "The
Economics of Public Policy."
of tvbn," "Conscience and Human

by Wlma M. 1JIb0ds
Associate Editor
BSLJ--The Faculty Senate met
briefly on D3cember 13 to adopt
curriculum changes.
From the Psychology department, four special topics classes
were adopted as regular course
offerings.
These included' "Assertiveness Training, "Career and
Life Planning," "Death: Confrontation for Everyone and Human
Sexuality." 'The department also
requested that the Area III require-

study Skill C9urse Aids Survival
In many cases, he says the
BSlJ--Before he came to Boise
.course is the difference between
State, John Smith was expelled
success and failure in college.
from all three Boise high schools.
H3 was close to flunking out of
"I can't describe the Importance
BSU before he discovered a class
of this course to many students.v.
that tumed his academic head - it has a profound importance on
around. One semester later, he
their lives," Munns says.
'
eamed straight A's.
If the past is, any indication,
The course that had such instudents will be knocking down
fluence on his life? Reading and
the doors to get in this spring. In
Study Skills, TE 108.
previous semesters, enrollment
Education professor Ken Munns
was limited to 150 which meant
hears that kind of success story
the class filled up -early in the
often from those who enroll in the
registration period, often before
class that teaches students how
freshmen who needed the course
to survive in the college classmost could sign up.
room.
This spring Munns expects
In fact, Munns thinks the course
more than 300 students to enroll.
By next fall, he will be ready to
could be a big help in cutting the
handle 600 students per semester.
number of college drop-outs, a
figure that climbed to over 400
Students will meet in large
full-time students last year at
lecture sections to hear about
BSU.
•
topics like speed reading, note
taking, vocabulary development,
"Kids come to school who
textbook study methods, compregenerally aren't well prepared. It's
hension, and test taking.
a new kind of learning for them.
Then they will break into small
rvl3nytry for a year, quit, and end
groups to practice what is covered
up in menial jobs' because they
didn't have the proper study- in the lectures.
skills," he says.
Students can also add a one
rvtll1ns has taught the class on a
small scale since 1975, but this
spring semester he has changed
the fonnat and expanded the
enrollment in an all-out effort to
help more students.

credit option on career planning
taught by Richard Rapp:director
of BSU's Office of Career and
Financial Services.
There will be tutoring available
for all students under a program

administered by the office of Ed
Wlkinson,
dean of Student
Advisory and Special Services.
In addition to helping retain
students,
Munns thinks the
course might attract more students' to BolseState.
Last year, for example, 3,000
students sent ACT test scores to
the BSU admlsstons
office.
Nearly 50 percent said they
needed special help in reading,
study skills and career planning.
Munns says this year students
who send their test scores will
receive a special brochure telling
them that BSU has a program to
answer their needs, something
that might encourage them to
choose Boise State over a school
'that doesn't offer assistance in
those areas.
"Everybody is talking about
attrition and retention, but we are
the only university I know of that
has a program as complete as this
one," says Munns.
Besides the BSU classes, the
reading and study skills course is
taught each semester at the
tvbuntain Home Air Base and the
Idaho Penitentiary.
Munns has
also taught the class to a group of
Boise medical doctors and executives from tvbrrison-Knudsen.
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Physical Ed Advantages Defined
by
Twyla Bulcher
and
COnnaVlkast
Mmy people are confused by
the term physical education and
are not sure exactly what it is.
Physical education may be defined as education through fairly
vigorous big-muscle activity, such
as, sports, exercise, and dance.
Physical education's basic concem is human movement. M:Jre
specifically, it is concemed with
the relationship of the body's
physical development to the mind.
Physical education is generally
thought in terms of .the physicalleaming sport skills, exercise,
fitness, etc. I-bwever, it has other
benefits, such as, learning of
rules (intellectual), learning to
work with others (social), and
feeling better about one's self
(emotional).
.
'The physical education program
at BSU offers a variety of activity
courses to all students on an
elective basis, and may be taken
for credit.

TEAMS'·

. The physical education Instruc- . weight control, scuba, disco,
bowling, arid raCquetball.
tional activity program is designed
All physical education facilities
to:
are available for the use of' BSU
1. help Increase skill level
students' and faculty
when
2. increase level of fitness
classes, intramurals, and varsity
3.
acquire
knowledge and
sports are not using them.
understanding of rules, courteThese facilities include two
sies, strategies, and technique
gymnasiums, swi'mming pool,
4. provide for social competency
matroom, playing fields, and
and
emotional
stability
through participation in sports
tennis courts.
The availability of these faciliactivities .
ties varies. The facilities' uses are
The elective program includes
divided into instructional varsity
beginning, intermediate, and adpractice, and recreational time
vanced level of activities.
The program is divided into . periods.
For further information about .
several categories: dance, indivithe use of these facilities call the
dual sports, martial arts, outdoor
Director of Physical Educationrecreational activities, physical
385-1570.
fitness activities, team sports,
FlU
All students are strongly en- B
and water activities.
couraged to consider taking
The co-educational classes are
g
taught by a faculty of specialists .. physical education classes that
interest them. Also, BSU stu- A.
Some of the outstanding
classes offered forthe spring 1980 dents are permitted to use the u
facilities when they are available.
semester include:
"polar bear
Break up the dull routine of
jogging," yoga, alpine and crossstudying and classes by getting
country skiing, Ice skating, karfoff your rear and putting your
ball, aerobic dance, frisbee footmind and body to work through
ball, soccer, standard first aidl
D
CPR, kayak, personal tltness and
physical activity.
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Health Sciences ---------

..ON yeVR E)(AMS!!
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people continue to increasingly
CONTINUED
FROM PAGE'3:
gain more knowledgable about
same goal as an internship.
medicine, it becomes more imporStudents train on operating equiptant for the school to help the
ment to gain experience with their
field's technologies.
,
community, and especi~lIfY BSU
students, to become In onne d
The School of Health Sciences
consumers.
also serves a service function to
Another facet of the service side
the rest of the university. Several
courses are open for interested
~~~~~g sdcehp~~m~on~es
~~m ~~:
students who want to know more
said that students and their famiabout medicine. "It's responsibility of the school to better educate . lies are welcome to have a health
scram taken.
the citizenry," DJke said.
t>s
Nursing students, under supervision of an instructor, checks
b!oo? pressure, palpatation, resptratlon, reflexes, ·eyes, ears and
throat and conduct an EKG. The
~ealth s,cram is free ~nd more
information can be obt~Jned from
the D:loartment of Nursing.
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It's pretty scary. The reasons behind it, that is. And the way it
keeps continuing.
This thing about flying the flag, you know.
Especially with all the draft-noises going on in \t\t:lshington,
D.C.
D:un scary.
Boise citizens supposedly, began tlyinq the U.S. flag, and posting
pictures of it in their windows, to' show support or concem for the
l-IITlencans held hostage in Iran. There can be no question that the
situation
in Iran is deplorable and that every ounce of concern
generated for the hostages along with support for their release is
desireable.
But a recent article stated that flag sales in Boise had
picked up even before tile Iranian crisis. And that's where the scary
part comes in.
Flag waving, according to one dictionary,
means "an ostentatiously emotional
display of patriotism
or factionalism."
The
practice of flag waving, in wartime, can be summed up in the phrase
"Rally 'round the flag boys." It is a call to fight and is different only
in degree from flying the flag in order to show that we are Americans
And Proud Of It. The super-patriot
mind-set brings shudders of
horror to those who recall the Joe rvt:Carthys and J. Edgar Hoovers
abusing the principles of freedom-for-all
in order to keep "America
for Americans."
To further factionalize,
or to intensify exlstlnq factions,on
this
small-and-growing-smalier
planet is tantamount
to dumping your
garbage into your back yard: eventually the plagues such garbage
breeds are going to be carried back through your own window.
If the
U:S. rallys around its flag boys, and the Iranians rally around their
flag boys, the- ensuing deadlock, if history repeats itself, will be
broken by the time-honored
tradition
called war.
And with the
militarists
in D.C. setting up the youth otthe nation with their
so-far-successful
registration-in-case-we-need-it
measures,
the
prospect of another U.S. "lnvolvement"
is not at all remote.
If the possibility
of war or the possible abuse of individual
freedoms in the U.S. are not enough to make concemed individuals
think twice before participating
in a flag-flying· promotion,
there
remains one more consideration
to be taken into account.
V\tlat of
the human rights of the American citizens of Iranian descent and the
Iranian students who live in the U.S.? Should the show of American
patriotism get out of hand-and what's to say what's out of hand:
egg throwing, boycotting of businesses, or firebombing.
All these
have already come to pasS-iS there any guarantee for the safety of
the lives of the human beings against whom that patriotism
is
directed?
In- the name of brotherhood,
of peace, of freedom,
beware
America, lest your "patriotism"
initiate or further any process by
which the world may devour itself.
ST

Closer L ok
at a Progressive M3gazinereport on the execution of Jess W. Bishop,
a convicted murderer, by the state of Nevada on October 22, 1979.
"Outside the prison where-Bishop died, a small band of protesters
carried candles and held up ablue banner that asked, 'Wly do we kill
peoplewhokill
people to show that killing is wrong?'
There is no answer to that question."

,----lett rs T TheE it rSenate Action Encouraged ----some objective persons had oo,tter
Editor, the ARBITER:
take the initiative,
real quick,
The Senate of the ASBSU spent
three weeks trying to agree on a . before the campus is smothered
with the community'S jock straps.
resolution conceming the Iranian
Yours forthe Truth,
crisis.
Chet Hawker
In the first place, a damned
resolution from such a mundane
organization
as the
present
ASBSU Senate would carry as
much weight as George Hansen
does in the U.S. Congress.
For
thesakeof any remaining integrity
in the ASBSU, the senate should
be looking into the upcoming BAA
ripoff.
The Pavilion
is going to be
virtually a private health club for
the BAA. For example, you kids
in the senate should look at the
contract
the BAA is offering
prospective seat buyers, just to
see how many; and what priority
BAA members have when they
purchase tickets for any event in
the Pavilion.
Just remember, money talks on
this campus, so if the senate is
afraid of confronting
the money
boys in the adrnlnlsjratlon,
the
athletic department, and the BAA,

PIRG Praised --,---Editor, the Arbiter:
Recently
on campus
PIRG
(Public Interest Research Group)
set up information
tables
to
acquaint students with the organization.
I was greatly impressed
with PIRG's objectives.Its goals
represent what Boise State, in its
catalog, holds education to b~a
time of searching, thinking, and
achieving.
If PIRG is established
in Idaho we will finally have a
chance to explore
issues and
problems existing for us. as students and citizens.
I hope that BSU students do see
the need for PIRG, for how can
one call him/herself
a scholar or
student while ignoring the necessity of "getting
involved."
W3
cannot afford to be mere bystanders.
Kathy Hermes

by Garry Wlls

.

'

National ConcernEditor: the ARBITER:
In the #14 issue of the Arbiter
Mke Cramer writes
about
the
Idaho National
Engineering
Laboratory's
disposal
of radioactive waste in the Snake River
Aquifer.
The public hears of it
'daily in the media. Though it is an
Idaho problem it is not a local one,
Similar concems over radioactive
waste are elsewhere in the nation,
Last
year,
while
living
in
Illinois, I heard about the leaks at
the fvbrris
Disposal
Plant.
M;
brother tells me that the Zion
Nuclear
Power Plant is being
fined againg for dumping
radio:
active waste into Lake Mchigan.
M; mother talks of the time all of
Detroit was threatened by a shower of radioactivity
from
the
Edison Power Plant.
I've yet to
hear from my aunts, uncles and
cousins about their environment.
M; plea to the people of Idaho
is to expand their concem to a
national and even intemational
level.
It is a small planet, our
earth.
t-mry Jane Oresik

-

Responding to Khomeini
The unanimous vote of the U. N.
Security
Council
proves-if
any
further proof were needed-that
the capture of our. embassy personnel in Tehran is' inexcusable.
It was a hosttle act that cannot be
condoned.
• But even that which cannot be
condoned must be understood.
It
is our duty to understand
what
we--what President Carter-should
have grasped beforehand.
How
we understand this hostile act will
help us decide on the proper
response.
W3 have experienced
many
hostile acts in recent history. Our
ambassadors
have been seized,
and some of them slain;
our
citizens have been harassed, and
our soldiers stoned.
Limiting ourselves just to major
acts, it is easy to recall Russia's
• knocking our lJ.2 out of the sky in
1960, and North Korea downing
our EC-121 plane in 1969. In 1967,
Israel attacked ourship Liberty. In
1968, the Pueblo was captured,
and in 1975 the M3.yaguez. (The
attack on our ship in Tonkin Gulf I
leave out as a partly imaginary
"incident. ")
Our reaction to these hostile
acts varied according to the prior
provocation (or what was seen as
provocatlon),
W3 did not retaliate
in the lJ.2· affair because we had
no right to be moving secretly in
, Russia's air space.
There was at least a suspicion
that our Pueblo and EC-121 had
gone illegally
close
to North
Vietnam for the purpose of spying.
So our
response
was
moderate-we
negotiated
for a
long time over the Pueblo's crew,
and President Nixon did not lash
back when the EC-121 was shot
down (though Henry Kissinger,

that great sponsor of the shah,
at least as of today. One may, as I
advised Nixon to, .qo in with his
do, have considerable
sympathy
guns blazing).
for him as a person, and regard
The M3.yaguez was on maneuhim as a tragic figure whose high
vers connected with withdrawal of
aims for his country, were fatally
our troops from Indochina; so it
undermined by his methods.
And
was taken as a gratuitously vengethere is the old American tradition
ful act, and President Ford accepof political refuge.
But the plain
ted Kissinger's
hawkish
advice
fact is that if the shah were to
(foolishly,
as it tumed
out).
settle
here, politically.
minded
Israel's attack on the Liberty,
Iranians of all stripes would draw
reckless and contemptuous
as it
'the totally
unwarranted
concluwas, signaled
no intention'
to
sion that the United States was in
jeopardize
larger interests
and
'some way looking to his restoralonger friendships,
so we rightly
tion. The Left in Iran could ask no
forgave the attack, though it killed
stronger
propaganda
argument,
Americans.
.
and it would have a lot of takers."
So we have not accepted a
The Iranians see the admission
policy of striking back uniformly
of the shah as a re-endorsement of
at every hostile act. W3 have even
his regime.
They even fear that
admitted
a certain
degree of
America will try again to put him
provocation
in some cases (like' . on the throne-not
an entirely
the lJ.2), or accepted
hostile act
fldlculcus
fear, since we did it
even though there was no provoonce before when he had been
cation (as with theLiberty).W3
expelled by his countrymen.
For
should remember
these things
the Iranians,
this was an unwhen we consider the Iranians'
friendly,
a' hostile,
a war-like
hostile act.
V'j>s it a reaction,
act-a
deliberate
provocatlon,
a
however.criminal,
to
apparent
dare. Even if we did not intend it
provocatlori?
The answer, unforthat way, we had to know it would
tunately,
is yes.
W3 had been
betaken that way, we had to know
told, and could have figured out
it would be taken that way. It was
even if we had not been told, that
needlessly
provocative,
and the
admitting the shah to this country
fact tfiat we had an excuse' (the
would be taken as an unfriendly
cover story of medical aid the
act of contempt
for the Iranian
shah could have received elseregime.
where) just makes things worse.
Every day gives us clearer . By advancing
a cover
storv..
evidence that President Carter had
America gave credence to the idea
extensive lntelllqence on this matthat there was something to cover
ter.
Even a current "outsider"
up. This made our "humane"act
could read' the signs, long ago,
look conspiratorial.
and give the right advice. Wifing _
It was a stupid
declslon
on
in Foreign Affairs before the shah
President Carter's part, one for
was admitted
.to this country,
which the Americans
Iran are
Wlliam Bundy put the matter In
paying.
W3 must remember that
an uncontestable
way: "It would
as we respond to Iran's criminabe inost unwise for the shah to be
llty, One crime does not justify
given asylum in-the United States, . another.
' .
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Ask yourself where you wish to
ki. If 80% of your time will be In
roomed trails, gliding around for
the day, then buy a light touring
utflt-a lighter narrower skl.and
lighter shorter stitched boot. If
more than 20% of your touring is
utside a groomed trail however,
et a general touring or mountain
touring ski to provide more floataIon and a broader turning base. A
eneraJtourln ski can be used at
0

0

very simple and only needs the
a light touring center much easier
help of an experienced individual
than a light touring skI can be
used in powder. In fact a skinny , to share his knowledge.
Now there are many people who
light touring ski is virtually usejust do not want the hassle of
lesson a long open slope of newly
picking out which wax to use
fallen powder Where it tends to
under different conditions and
submarine instead of float on the
prefer no-wax-skis. V\h definitely
surface.
recognize their ease of handling
A properly waxed ski provides
and suggest them for individuals
the fastest gl ide and 'the strongest
who Just want to ski into a cabin
grip for uphill climbing. There's
CONTINUED
TO PAGE
8
no uestlon about that! \/\axin is

n
by Greg Scherzinger
Arbiter Staff

Every year, hoards of people
with prayers to the powder god
racing through their brains conYerge on swap meets, sporting
goods stores, and pour through
want ads looking for the tools that
will send them carving their way in
brilliant snowy turns.
At least that's everybody's vio

0

slon, But dreaming about thos
perfect turns, and getting th
equipment that will let you ski,
well,:::re two different things. Th
big, money items are skis, boots,
and bindings.
Buying thes
pieces, used has saved thousands
of ski-hungry bargain hunters
thousands of hard-earned dollars.
It is important, whether buying
new or used equipment, to know
CONTINUED

TO

PAGE
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---------,--More

Cross-Country--'--------:----
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ki

Wood
l.M1INATIONS OF
HICKORY, SPRUCE,BIRCH & GABON

Wood Skis
. The key

to the

strength

and

performance in wood is the number of laminations.
The general
rule . of thumb
is to always
'purchase skis with 25 laminations
per ski with five vertical layers.
Less than 25 increases the brittleness and chance of delamination.
A wood ski must be flexible in the
tip.
Torsional
strength
also
comes from increased
laminations.
Lignistone
edges (compressed beechwood) prevents the
hickory sole from rounding
off
prematurely.
\!\bod is pleasing to
the eye, and if the beauty alone
attracts you, it is definitely worth
considering.
W3 have found that
90% of our customers are now
opting for fiberglass torsion box
skis so they can worry a little less
about' catching
their tips and
risking a walk out unless they
remembered their extra tip.

HICKORY SOLE

, Sandwich #1
ONE FIBERGlASS

LAYER

................................
...............................

Fiberglass:
Sandwich One
POLYETHYLENE

BASE

1

:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.

..- .• • • • •

...
POLYETHYLENE BASE

"!'~1ii~fi:

"

Asnes Torsion Box
ASS TOP SHEET
UNI
DIRECTIONAL
FIBERGLASS
"LAYERS

I:~---r--L----r---'-.,----......,~

WOVEN
FIBERGlASS
BOX
TORSION

t~iiiiiiiiiiiii~
':,:itt:;~,~. ~\~'-~

W.

.1.,-.->~- '-. ~~

>w,bi1:,.~~~,

"~;:::j>~~_.~~~J~~~~

POLYETHYLENE BASE

Epoke Torsion B~x
ABSTOP SHEET

FIBERGlASS
TORSION
BOX

POLYETHYLENE BASE

W3 feel this is one of the,
biggest
rip-offs
on the cross
COU!1tryski market today. Because
glass skis are painted, it is very
easy to disguise the construction
and be taken with an inferior ski
due to a strong sales pitch. This
first type of sandwich
should
more adequately
be called
a
fiberglass reinforced wood ski.
There is only one simple glass
layer on the top of the core,
Edges are painted black and the
normal synthetic
polyethylene
base is used. The problem here is
that
the
wooden
laminations
usually run between 5 and 10 and
the single glass layer only pro-

vides strength under compression
from the skiers weight but no
expansional
strength
from the
bumps and gulleys encountered in
normal skiing terrain.
There are
several name brand companies
using their "reputation
to hustle
this construction
and we will
gladly let you know which these
are when you drop by. You would
be far better off to get a high
quality wooden ski with over 25
laminations
than to purchase a
glass reinforced wood ski.

Fiberglass:
Sandwich Two
This is a very adequate construction
uti! izl ng a glass layer
under the core which is omitted in
the ski construction
described
above. Wlile it does provide -good
performance
and expansional
strength, it does have a drawback
in that the side walls only have
paint or an epoxy surface, thus the
sideof the ski is more susceptible
to damage in a spill. I-bwever, if
the price is right, this construction is worthy of consideration.

Fiberglass:
The Torsion Box
This is what we feel is the
strongest, best performing method of construction
there is. The
core is either foam or wood. If you
prefer moving quickly and want
the lightest
possible,
quickest
responding
action, consider the
foam core torsion box offered in
our Trucker line. All the strength
is derived from the multi-wrapped
glass box as well as several
monofilament
layers of fiberglass.

Foam core torsion
box skis
usually have more glass than the
wood core since none of the
strength is being derived from the
core.
ThElY are light and quick,
well protected
from side wall
penetration and a delight for the
all purpose skier.
On the other
hand, a wooden core torslon box
ski, like our Asnes or Epokes, are
actually completed skis made out
of laminated wood layers com-'
plete with flex slots before they
are glass wrapped.
The Asnes
utilize a machine process called
a Spider Weave that weaves a
glass box around the wooden
core seconds prior to the resin
coating making a very uniform
"Cosmetic from ski to ski. Our
Ej:lokes utilize the same 'proces
in theory but there's actually a
Norwegian
hand wrapping
the
core and painting
the
resin
coating.
Because
they
are
handmade,
cosmetics
vary
slightly from ski to s.ki and the
price is slightly
higher.
Torsion box skis can be had for
the same price as most of the
sandwich
skis.
They provide
superior torsional characteristics,
side wall strength
and strong
camber and are the final word in
ski construction.
A torsion box
ski will not lose Its camber no
matter how it is stored over the
years. M:ist have limited warranties against breakage, however, be
aware that any fiberglass ski can
break; they are not indestructible.
As far as choosing the wood core
or the foam core, we have already
discussed the merits of the light
foam core. Choose the wood core
if you need the ultimate strength a
hard mountain skier or backpacker
would demand.
Wlile
they are
heavier than a foam core, they are
a little bit stronger.
This is a
, subjective area totally dependent
upon your demandsas' a skier.

ross- ountl)l'-----CONTINUED
FROM PAGE
7
somewhere, and for orcer peopie
and kids who will not really want
to be moving as fast as a waxed
·ski.
It's also an altemative for a
region with enough variable snow
conditions to make the switching
back and forth a pain in the neck.
There are several types 0.1 no-wax
bases.
Some of them offer
advantages over others. W3 offer
the tollowlnq
opinions based on
our own use. The fish scale is a
great gripper but it wears on the
scales and the friction against the
length of your glide is great,
causing it to be an efficient but
slow ski.
It works under most
snow conditions
but does ice up
between wet and dry snow.
The
mohair is probably the strongest
gripper but the slowest slider.
It
works adequately when the snow
is consistent.
The step ski is a
very good compromise
between
grip and speed. Wlile it Is about
even with the fish scale in grip,
the speed of the glide is much
better since you can hot wax a
healthy portion of the tips and
tails: W3 have chosed this design
as well as the Mca base ski to
make a very excellent selection for
the non-waxer.
Mca
skis
made their
first
appearance on a wide scale at the
beginning
of last season.
D9pending
upon whom you have
talked to, .you may have heard.

comments ranging from fantastic
to questionable.
Let us straighten
out some of the myths
and
peculiarities of the mica base,
Mca skis are made by blasting
hundreds of thousands
of mica
particles into the molten polyethelyne
base of the ski at a
specific angle. The base grips for
two reasons.
In drier coadltlons
the actual friction
of the Mca
particles give retention
on the
snow yet allow the ski to slide
forward.
In wet snow the porous
base of the ski creates a water
base of the ski creates a hydrophilic action where the ski grips
the snow by literally sucking Itself
against the water molecules.
A
forward motion breaks the grip as
on a waxed ski and the ski slides
forward.
It is one of the best
designs we have seen to come"
along and is something that really
INOrks and works well.
Unlike
other no-wax skis where the base
wears down, the mica is throughout the entire running surface and
will last as long as the base of. the
ski. Also, the grip is Immediate
instead
of slipp!ng
back and
eighth of an inch or more each
kick. W3 tested the Epokesand
found them to be excellent in the
kicker under all snow conditions
at Deer Point.
The skier Investing in a pair of
Mca skis must be Willing to spend

a little more time in preparation
- than one investing in a pair of step
skis. The tip and tails of the mica
base msut be waxed smooth with
paraffin or light green wax (we
have found light green wax to be
longer
lasting
and
easier
to
apply): The mica crystals can be
roughened up or exposed more by
using a coarse grade of sandpaper
on the base. Now here's the real
beauty of the Mca Ski. It can be
waxed just as a normal waxing
cross country ski for the winter
powder when the snow is cons istent and then stripped
in the
kicker area for spring interchangeable snows. This is howwe prefer
to sell the Mca
Skl; to the
individual desiring all the benefits
of a well waxed skl during the cold
months yet desiring the - convenience of a non waxer in the
warmer months.
For those demending purely no wax convenience we urge you to consider
the T-53 step from Asnes Instead.
W3 found that the only dissatlsfied customers
on a mica skis
. were those who lNOuld not take the
time to prepare them as we had
suggested but were a little too
impatient and had a no muss-no
fuss attitude.
The mica ski Is
definitely
not the one if this
describes your methods.
Please
see our rental program for details
on how to try out anything you
may be interested in.
'
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D:lnver, Colo.-Planning a ski
trip?
Jill W'litesldes, Frontier
Airlines' marketing manager-skiI
summer, suggests this year's ski
vacation can be fun without being
expensive.
''There are many ways for
student travelers to' stretch their
skiing
dollars,"
says
Ms.
Wlitesides. "A ski trip does riot
have to cost a great deal of
money."
Ml. Wlitesides, formerly associated, with the Snowbird Ski
Resort in Salt lake City, has
worked directly with skiers for
several years, offering moneysaving suggestions.
"Avoid the peak ski periods,
such as the Christmas holiday and

the month of February, and plan a
ski trip durinq other vacation
periods. OJring peak periods"
slopes are crowded, prices are
higher, and the additional skiers
on the slopes result in less ski
time for each skier," according to
I'vt. Wlitesides.
"
"OJring less crowded periodsJanuary, rv'I3rch, and espectany
April--fIights are available, accomodations are less crowded, lift
lines are minimal, and there are
many discounts available."
Ml. W'litesides advises skiers
to travel mid-week. "Airports are
very crowded on Saturdays, therefore requlrinq more time to get
baggage and head to the slopes.
I'vbre importantly, many discount

n
air fares are available during the
week," she says.
Travelersare advised to plan ski
trips well in advance and to work
with a professional travel agent.
Ski packages (including travel,
accommodations, lift tickets) are
usually less expensive then if the
elements are purchased individually.
Travel agents have all
information on ski packages.
"Look for ski areas offering
interchangeable lift tickets. These
tickets offer access to several
areas for no extra' cost.
For
example, Ski the Summit outside
D:lnver offers interchangeable lift
tickets between four excellent
areas, Breckenrldqe,
Copper
I'vbuntain, Arapahoe Basin and

l'<Bystone, with a free shuttle
service between areas."
Skiers should arrive early on the
slopes each day and try to have
lunch before 11 a.m. or after 2
p.m. to avoid crowded lodges.
Better yet, a skier may decide to
take a sack lunch to save time and
money. Ms. W'litesides suggests
to save energy for the end of the
day when crowds thin out and the
mountain is open.
"Equipment is a major concern,
especially for a skier planning to
travel a major distance. Someone.
who skis, one or two weeks each
winter may save money by renting
equipment.
Rental establishments are located at' several ski

areas. "

nt
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Photo by Berne Jackson

Where to Ski------:------For years people have been hot
on the Idaho City area. W3 are
very disappointed with the snow
there and heartily urge you to seek
higher elevations to getlruly good
snow. Once you get past tvbres
Creek Summit, or Deer Point near
Bogus, you hit, fine cold powder
instead of warm melting slush.
So, if you're just learning, we
5uggest you ski once in the Idaho
City area and then head up higher
once you have the basics down.
Some of our favorite areas for
groomed'trails are W'loop 'em Up,

Beaver Creek Summit, Galena,
and IVtcall's Ponderosa Park. For
intermediate
skiing head for
Sunset and Pilots Peak, and the
summit at Galena and Stanley'S
mOuntains. Be careful of avalanche hazards at Pilots Peak andat Galena. It goes without saying
that an intermediate and advanced skier should be acqulrtnq some
mountain saw; at the same time.
W3 sell our Pieps Avalanche
devices at wholesale to the public
to encourage their use. I./IA3 also
have- the USFS publlcation on

avalanches and suggest the powder skiers read all they can and
practice it.
.
Ron \N:ltters' book Ski Trails
and Old Timers Tales offers the
latest on all the out-of-the-way
places to get optimum snow
conditions in the region.
W3
stock this book year round.

B"Ind·Ings---
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those made by Skilom and Troll (a
division of Rotterfella). Mmy of
us prefer the added surface area
- from a flat baled binding such as
waxed to prevent the basefrnm
theSkilom.
Some say that the
oxldlzlnq Usually once a season
rounded bale allows more rotation
. but if you are siding a "around th-e polnt of ..
stres s where
is enough,
'"
lot on abrasive snows or your skis - leathermeP.ts metal.W3
think

I
T,0k e 'C'are 0f Y'our 51"(15.-,
All glass skis need a certain
amount of upkeep. If, you ever
nick the epoxy or drive through the
glass layer, you must protect the
core from any type of moisture. If
you are out In the field, use ski
wax or paraffin. Wlen you get
home, epoxy thehola
or use
epoxy and petex on the side walls.
The running surface must be hot

~
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the sport for your performance
and not realizing that it is the boot
at fault.
I./IA3 have become so
irritated at shops that put their
cheapest boots into rental because It does not introduce to a
novice just what the potential is
on cross country skis. For this
reason we will have Norrona
stitched boots in our rental program this year. Putting such an
expensive boot into rental makes
our whole program a break-even
proposition but we feel it is
worthwhile in the long run to
introduce novices to the potential
of the finest control' possible
using high quality Iootqear. W'len
investigaving a ski touring outfit,
the boot is far more important
than the skj.
If you are on a
budget, scrimp on the ski and find
one used or at a swap and sink
that extra savings into a pair of
Norronas.
Then head for the
powder and learn the telemark.

Poles-I./IA3 would advise three ways to
go when choosing ski poles. If
you're looking for something inexpensive that works, bamboo poles
are the biggest bargain around.
Pick a pole that is consistent in
coloration and does not have
knots or imperfections near the
joints. If you choose the higher
performance _fiberglass, do not
buy a straight shaft. Opt for one
that has a taper to it instead.
This design tends to throw the
force of the arc into the strongest
section of the pole.
Straight
shafted poles are notorious for
breaking when lazy skiers hit the
sides of their skis with their poles
to break snow from their wax. The
st:ungestpoles on the market are
tapered shaft metal poles. They
are heavier and less suited for a
skier wishing speed and lightness
of equipment but they are an
excellent compliment to the overnight skiers regalia.
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take up further slack as time
depresses the leather. Avoid at all
costs any bindings using plastic
or nylon bales.--
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waxed over or repaJred with a
P-Tex candle. A little bit of care
will guarantee you years of high
performance on a torsion box ski.

Wlen we started skiing in the
sixties, the norm for footwear was
the A1favulcanized-sole ski boot.
All vulcanized ski boots will
eventually delaminate and the
leather upper will pull away from
the rubber sole. It may take five
years or it-may take five miles, but
sooner or later it will happen.
Wlile most companies offer to
replace the more expensive boots
under one year warranties, this is
small consolation to the skier
who's boot delaminates fifteen
miles in the backcountry with
temperatures around zero or
colder. One of us had to ski the
last 35 miles of a trans Sierra ski
trip with boots held together with
sleeping bag straps. The other
problem is that the vulcanized
boots have doubled in price due to
the energy requirement for manufacture. This has thrown the price
of the inferior vulcanized boots
into the same price category as
the finest Norrona Stitched Boots
for cross country skiing.
The
advantages of a stitched soled
skiing shoe are enormous. For
one thing they are resoleable.
Since the upper is sewn directly
down to the midsoles with a
Norwegian seam, a cobbler can
always modify or replace the
bottom soles and midsoles, so it
is virtually a shoe that will last a
career of ski touring. Secondly, a
stitched boot, particularly the
Norronas or Galibier, utilize a
leather midsole. This gives what
is the most important aspect of
control that a skier can derive from
his equipment: Torsional Stiffness. Have you ever skied on
cheap boots and found that the
heel kept sliding off the ski?
.That's because the shoe is poorly
made for torsional resistance.
This is the key to your telemark,
step and parallel turns. In short, it
is the difference between discovering what you can do on cross
'country skis or becoming disappointed and blaming yourself or
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on the hill that perhaps you
should have chosen another pair.
Boots transmit the movement
from your "legs to the skis. A
sloppy fit means less precision
and control. Boots that are too
tight mean hampered circulation,
and your feet will come out of the
cold a looser. A pressure point or
pinching feeling in any area of the
boot won't go away. It will be
amplified considerably when you
ski.
Forget brand names and color.
Find the fit.
And if the fit is
elusive, don't try on boots all
night. Pretty soon no matter what
you try on, it'll feel bad, because
your feet have been stuck In
strange,unylelding environments
for hours. It's best to spread your
boot shopping out a little to give
your protesting feet a chance to
rest.

DoWnHillCONT'NUI;:D
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how you ski, and forget for the
most part, various brand names
that are all bandied about as the

best.
Wlen buying new skis, take the
time to talk to a salesman that
really knows skiing, and is willing
to talk to you in terms of your
ability. If used skis qre, more in
your budget, and the abundance
of brand names, models and fancy
graphics have you confused, you
might want to take a well-versed
ski buddy along to help.
No matter what used ski you
buy, there are a few quick checks
you can make to satisfy yourself
you are not getting a lemon.
MItch the skis, base to base, and
hold them horizontally at eye
level. Look between them at the
center and then check the tip and
tail where the bases meet.
If they don't rest flatly on each
other, there is a warp. If you can't
see between them anywhere, there
is no camber, and the ski is
lifeless. One last check. Look at
the shovel for hairline cracks, or
unusual signs of stress. If they
are present, the ski could have
been bent at one time, or is
slightly bent even as you look at
it.
The expert skier has a definale
advantage. Through the years, the
demands of skiing on him and his
equipment, has made him well
aware of what he needs to give
him the fi ne-tuned performance he
wants.
He understands the feel of a ski,
and the brand heskis on year to
year will be solely dependent on
that feel, and not the annual
cosmetic changes that entice
John Q. Shopper.
There are as many kinds of skis
on the market as there are abilities
to handle them. The list includes
short skis, and very short skis,
which in snow language usually is
translated as GUv1,a reference to
the Graduated Length !Vethod of
teaching. tvbst buyers will have
rented this type of ski while
leaming, and should be looking
for something else
The list extends at this pointto
'ballet skis, recreational skis,
slalom skis, giant slalom skis,
and downhill skis. These often
brilliantly colored boards come in'
a variety of hollow, solid, wood,
metal and foamed cores, which
are wrapped, layered and injected
with fiberglass,
acryglasses,
foams and fabrics.
D3ciphering the combination
that will gi-veyou the ski you need
is usually more than the average
consumer cares to cope with. So
rather than look at it entirely
technical, just, find a ski that "'ill
do what you want; and as you
learn more about equipment, ask
ski shop salesmen why things
work as they do.
Eventually your needs and their
advice will make things clearer
and your next purchase will be a
more critical one.
tv'bst beginners and intermediate skiers should have a softer, _
midlength ski, one that forgives
the Inconsistencies In a shaky
parallel by notreactinq' as fast to
throw misguided tips together and
send the' body atop them In a
popular freestyle form called a
"triple eggbeater."
.
The softness makes them less
reactive, and the mldlength (about
eyelevel when stood on end altows
for easier turns, and an easier
parallel.
The flex will be more consistent
through the 'length of the ski,
rather than Incorporating a stlffer"
tall and softer shovel as do more
highly tuned skls.
Beginning

Bindings--Bindings, the third major equipment purchase, are less problem
for most people. Mlny used skis
come with the bindings on them.- ..
Mlny people go with those, and
forget it,
'
Buying used bindings should raise more questions than it
usually does. The performance
life span for most bindings in
normal conditions is about five
years. Springs soften, or crud
builds up inside the mechanism
that can affect their performance.
If the binding has to be overly
tightened to give you the retention
you want, you should probable
consider something else.
If you do buy used bindings,
have a qualified mechanic clean
and lube them before they are
used.
Thereare three basic types of
bindings. Step-in, turntable, and
plate systems. People today are
going for convenience, and the
step-in Is the most popular in that
respect.
Mlny new step-in varieties
make it easy for the skier to get in
and out of them without even
bending over.
Plate bindings, using a plate
attachment on the boot itself,
allows for more directions of
release, and Is considered by
many to be safer.
The rotary heel binding is much,
like a step-In except for the
obvious design differences In the
heel peice.
Generally, while
offering as much retention characteristics as most quality step-ins,
Generally, most atlvanced skiers
they are less convenient to use.
'find a Giant slalom ski to be a
tv'bst bindings on the market
better ski for all-around' condinowtncorpcrateskl brakes In their
tions.
design, which Is another plus for
Slalom and giant slalom skis
convenience and safety. Runaway
are generally Stiffer In flex than
straps are dying an increasingly
most intermediate
skis, and
quicker death as more sklers are
again, stronger torsionally. They
discovering the advantages to
respond best to aggressive skiing.
brakes. There are many brakes
available that are compatable to
most bindings.
The most important piece of
One of the newest items on the
equipment any skier can buy is
market, for those who use ski
boots. The watchword here is
brakes, is aslrnple device called a
, "comfort."
Any boot you buy
"powder cord." It is no more than
should secure your foot without
a long nylon cord with a large
a sloppy feel. But boots that are
button on the end that attaches to
too tight, or have slight pressure
the binding.
points will remind you constantly
The cord is doubled up until
"fist" size, and tucked lnto, the
pant. Wlen a skier releases in
powder and the ski dives under the
snow, the cord unravels from the
team will be $150 which will cove
pant leg (not attached, mind you)
the costs of weekend coaching.
and some of it will rest above the
!Vembers of the team will also be
snow, preventing a long, and
able to .compete to attend the
sometimes fruitless search for the
National-Amateur Freestyle compskl.
.
etltion where four spots will be.
Buying "new" ski. equipment,
reserved for area team members.
whether you're first, or the latest
.. The team Is open to all age . In a long line of trial and error, Is
levels and more information conan exciting prospect for any skier.
cemlng the team's formation can
Being honest about your ability
be had by calling the-Bogus Basin
-and needs will make your choice a
office.
better one.

a

skiers tend to have a variety-of
stances from which they try to
initiate tums, and more general
flex allows for this.
Good recreational skiers should
look for the same midlength type
of ski, but one with a little stiffer
flex, one that will work under more
energetic ski styles.
The types of ski available in this
range include a number of the
freestyle
and easy-cruising
'detuned' competitive skis. This is
where the buyer should look for
the stiffer tail and responsive
shovel, as the turns are initiated
more aggressively and properly
and, gives the ski a better 'recoil'
property.
Generally, the side to side

Fr.

BSU:student Steve Youngerman
in cooperation with the Bogus
Basinski
resort, will coach a
United States Ski Association
(USSA)sanctioned free style team
from mld-December to the end of
Mlrch.
Youngei'man, who has skied
professionally for three years and
was rated ninth in moguls cornpetit ion ori the national level, stated
that the amateur free style team is

rigidity, or 'torsion' is stiffer than
in the beginners ski, allowlnq it to
hold a truer edge under more
strenuous skiing.
tv'bst advanced skiers will look
for slalom or giant slalom skis.
Both are highly tuned for the
tougher demands of energetic
skiers. Decldinq which to buy is
dependent on your ski ing desires.
Slalom skis are designed for
very quick turns, and the thinner
side cut, allows for a snappier
reaction. They are extremely fun
skis on packed snow.
'
Giant slalom skis are designed
to be a little longer with a little
wider stdecut, for longer turns and
more stability at higher speeds.

"open to anyone who wants to
enter. "
The team expects to compete in
Pacific Northwest Ski Association
(PNSA) sanctioned competition at
M. Hood and Spokane during Its
season. According to Younger~
man, Bogus Basin may even
sponsor a free style competition
in Boise this winter as well.
The Initial cost of joining ·the
Bogus Basin amateur free st Ie

Boots----
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Lake Tahoe--

~~;~Ig

Lake Tahoe has a ski resort around

'<;i

•...';,!t~AsP.
en
".'\

every comer.
Probably the best
known resort in this area is Squaw

'.]
Aspen- is a party! Wlatever you
i:"!(desire in sking, Aspen can handle
',,'Cjit.
Aspen offers twelve chair lifts
....,(:jwhlch accorncdate 10,000 skiers
riper hour. The vertical drop of the
•'''jresort is 3,800 feet. For the expert
,'Jskier, their new Steeplechases
;!area provides ten e~cellent powder
.' Jruns.
For beginners,
Aspen
.}'/boasts
the
largest
Graduated
Lenth M3thod (GLM) ski school in
'phe
world. For the partier, this is
l Aspen's 100th birthday,
and the
town Fathers have officially
de. \ clared a special celebration.
For
! further lnforrnatlon regarding ac1 cornodations; callor write: '
Aspen Central Reservations

Valley, home of the eighth winter
Olympiad in 1960.
Other 'areas
include
Tahoe
Ski
Bowl,
Northstar,
and I-bmewood,
to
mention only a few. tvbst of the
areas have total
snowmaking
machines to improve the surface
conditions for early season skiing,
Accomodations
are as plentiful as
ski resorts,
and for the party
hound, Reno, Nevada is only one
hour away.
Additional
information can be found by writing:
- Greater North Lake Tahoe
Chamber of Commerce and
Convention Bureau
P.O. Box 884
Tahoe City, Galifomia 95730

,il

1

I

,
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700 South Aspen St.
Aspen, Colorado 81611
(303) 925-9000

Bogus Basin-

:lBrundage-'j

1
Brundage

has

something'

Photo

for

'. '; everyone.
If you are a variety
Iskier, Brundage is the place for
you. Groomed slopes with waste
high
powder
can be enjoyed
; throughout the peak of their skiing
j season. Brundage tvbuntain of.J fers two double chair lifts along
with a Perna; The lifts accomodate a 1600 foot vertical drop and
slopes that are distributed equally
; in difficulty
to accornodate
the
:' expert as well as the beginner. A
day lodge is provided and their
.] facilities include a ski rental shop

.1

j

!
,I

;1

I

'11and

a cafeteria.
Over night
'accomodations
can be had at
, several places within the city of
rvt:GaII. tvbre information can be
1, obtained
by writing:
.~ T\lcGaII Chamber of Commerce
I
P.O. Box 0
;J
T\lcGaIi, Id. 83638
!
(208) 634-5400

I

.'1Grand Targhee
,j

Grand Targhee is for the powder
If you are the type of
; skier that enjoys light powder and
] lots of it, this is the place for you.
? TargAee's annual snow pack is
.) over 500 inches. The three double
j chair lifts accornodate the vast
;{ 1500 acres of skiable elopes that
i decline to a 2200 foot vertical
drop. The difficulty of the slopes
\'.i range from beginner/novice, 10
.\ of the skiable area, to advanced/
.\ espert,20
of the skiable area.

>1 enthusiast!

!

All facilities are within 50 yards of
the lifts.
Targhee's accornodations include the Targhee Lodge,
Teewinot Lodge, and the Sioux
Lodge
Apartments.
, A steak
house, cafeteria, and a bar are all
available for fast friendly service.
To place your reservations, write
orcail:
Grand Targhee Resort
Alta, Wyoming
Via Driggs, VWoming 83422
, (307), 353-2304

Sun. Valley~OJ you think it's time to "Ski the
Big One"?
Sun Valley- come and see your
favorite movie star.
Aside from
being one of the northwest's most
popular tourist spots, Sun Valley
offers excellent skiing.
Skiing
down from the top of Baldy
tvbuntain is an invigorating experience.
tvbguls,
powder,
and
packed runs serve the needs of
every type of skier. lNlatever your
choice, whatever your experience,
Sun Valley will leave you with tone
memories. The accomodations of
the ski area are overwhelming.
If
you are looking for an executive
suite, the A1penrose can cater to
YOIJr every need. If you are a bit·
more humble, the Bald tvbuntain
I-bt Springs gives you your choice

by George

Ragan

Jackson Hole-

of fine motel rooms,
or fUlly
equipped
kitchenettes.
Sound
good to you?
Call toll free
1-800-635-4406,
or
call
(208)
726-4471
to the
Sun
Valley / Ketchum Resort Association.

Jackson Hole is ultimately
a
skiers paradise!
Jackson Hole
offers everything!
Is your desire
uncut powder? . High tvbuntains
~Iicopter
Skiing will take you to
the top of anyone
of four
mountain ranges so that you can
ski miles of tractless powder. You
say ski lifts are more of what you
had in mind? Vl.ell Jackson Hole
also provides six chair/ifts and an
aerial tram for your skiing convenience.
Jackson Hole offers
more than six square miles of
un-paralleled skiing.
The expert
skier will be challenged by the 33
degree incline of the upper runs
serviced by the aeral tram and
Thunder chairlift.
The intermediate, or novice skier can enjoy
well-groomed
slopes serviced by
the remaining five chairs.
Condominiums to motel room, kitchenette to plush kdlninq
rooms ...
what's your fancy?
Facilities
ranging from the simplest to the
most exquisite
are: available.
Restaurants, such as the IVangy
tvbose
serve
mouth
watering
meals; various lounges and pubs
serve your choice of fine spirits.
For additional
information,
contact:
Jackson Hole
Chamber of Commerce
BoxE
Jackson, VWoming 83001

Utah---Ski Utah where the Rocky
tvbuntains are at their best! Here
is the variety many skiers have
always wanted.
You can stay in
major metropolitan
city and ski a
different area each day.
A 30
minute drive from Salt Lake City
will take you to Snowbird,A1ta,
Brighton,
Park City,
Solitude,
Park Vl.est, and Parley's Summit.
An hour more will put you in
Sundance, 'Snow Basin,
Powder
tvbuntain, or Nordic Valley.
The
last 12 years have brought over
450 inches of snowfall,
which
yields the best packed or powder
skiing available in the northwest.
The- larger
areas,
ie.
Alta,
Snowbird,
Park City, and Park
west, have over night accornodatlons, though all of the resorts are
within a short drive of Salt Lake.
For more information,
contact:
A Utah SKi Planner, 1979-80
Utah Ski Association
19 East Second South
Salt Lake City, Vf84111
(801 ) 534-1770

<.~

Bogus Basin - home sweet home!
After you have traveled around the
northwest and have had a taste of
several ski areas, you come to
realize that Bogus can compete
with the best of the other resorts.
Ski runs such as IVatchless challenge the expert, Showcase appeas_es the
intermediate,
and
Silver Queen soothes
the beginner.
The Boise Valley is
fortunate
to have such a fine
resort at it's disposal.

ResortSummary
Surprisingly, after averaging lift
ticket costs of the various areas,
the total cost came to $11.9.5, and
for those renting their equipment,
the cost is raised roughly
by
$8.42. Jackson Hole and Aspen
tied for the highest ticket prices at
$16.00 per day.
The low price,
again a tie was between Beaver
tvbuntain in Utah, and Sundance,
Utah.
Acco modatio
ns
vary
significantly
depending on what
comforts are desired.
If a warm
room and clean sheets is what you
want (what is commonly called a
ski bum package),
the average
cost can be as little as $16.50 per
night
(based on double
occupancy).
If you want saunas,
racketball
courts,
swimming
pools, etc., the sky is the limit for
the price you will pay.
_ I-bpe you'll be able to enjoy one
or all of these fine northwest area
resorts -sorne time this winter.
See you there!

;~Idaho State Parks and Recreation Areas Provide Various

;:;~ Boise-Ynu can enjoy a variety of
':;winter activities
at many of the
nstate parks in Idaho this winter.
.'1 Nine state parks are open for
camping, while four more remain
:'1.open
for d~y-use only.
Those
f'.:,) parks open In the Treasure Valley
L>'!, area are located near rvt:GaIl,
i.:[ Boise and M:luntain I-bme.
i~'-:'M
Ponderosa State Park at T\lcCaIl
'J,:~'
doe;; not offer winter camping but
L:,j is open for day-use. The Visitor
Center can be opened on request
ilj!~for group tours or meetings, and
[":"11 modem restrooms are available

:'1

n~i~
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, 1;/:1

.r<./"1'.! ViSitor
th~ugh
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anoutslde entrance at the
Center.
"
-, .
Approximately,
7.5 miles
of
[~{li.jcross c0l!ntry. ski trails will be
signed and groomed within the
f!1ii~ parle' There is not snowmobiling
~u~'"

.

61::t~

t;ails in the T\lcGaIl area.
Veterans Mamorial State Park in
Boise will be open for day-use
throughout the winter. It provides
an excellent outing .for environmental education groups wanting
a guided tour of this natural park.
Restrooms are closed on weekends throuqhout the winter.
Lucky Peak Recreation area east
of Boise will be open forday-use.
The reservoir provides good winter
fishing,
but the boat ramps at
Spring Shores are out of the water
and unusable due to extreme low
water.
The concession
at Spring
Shores IVarina plans tobe open on
weekends throughout
the winter
and offers snack bar and tavem.
The gas pumps are out of the
water and Inoperable.
Sandy
Point area below the dam will be
open
until
4 p.m.,
tvt>nday

..
:.;~
:
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.
I
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;r~.i

w.ithln
the park,
but Valley
\~, County's
snowmobile
trail
,
groomer provides mnny miles of
;4-
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through Friday, but the snack bar
is closed. Picnicking and fishing
are popular activities.
Discovery is open for day-use
j also and provides
picnicking and
I three group picnic sileiiers are
I available. Fishing in the Boise
river is another popular pastime at
Discovery.' tvbdem restroorns are
available at this day-use area.
Bruneau
Dunes
State
Park
south of tvbuntain Home boasts
470' high sand dunes.
The
information
center with displays
of ttle park and points of interest
is open Y6-1r-around .
A separate environmental
learning center Is heated and can be
used by special groups to show
movies' or slides
andean
be
reserVed for staff-conducted
slide
shows by contacting the manager
In advance.
This year the water and electrl-

city in the campground and utility
'building
will
be closed
from
December' through
February.
Primitive camping will be allowed .
M:ldem restrooms are available at
the information
center.
Wnter
activities include snow tubing on
the dunes when there Is sufficient
snow and ice skating when ·the
j lake freezes over.

I

A popular pastime at Bruneau
Dunes during the winter months is
bird watching, as many different
kinds of .migratory waterfowl use
the area for stopovers
and a
resting area, since they are protected from hunters.
The f1ve-mile hiking trail is very
popular In the spring,
as the
weather is cooler and the sand' is
easier to walk on due to the high
moisture content.
Wnd is apt to be brisk in this
area, so If you plan a hll<e,stop at

Acttvttes

the information
center for a map
and other information
on appropriate clothing, water and weather
conditions.
Other Idaho park sites that will
open. this winter include the Priest
Lake State Park, Round Lake Park,
and Farragut Park - both near
Sandpoint,. Old Mssion
Park at'
Cataldo, ~ybum
Park near St.
tvlaries,
Hells
Gate
Park at
Lewiston, Wnchester
Lake Park,
Three Island Crossing
Park at
Glenns Ferry and IVassacre Rocks'
Park near American Falls.
The basic charge for camping
oilt-of-season
is $3.00. I-bwever,
where hookups are provided, there
is an additional charge. There is
presently no charge to our state
parks who do not stay ovemight.
M:lre information
on any Idaho
Sta:.e Park is available from the
Idaho State Parks and RecreaUon'
Il:lpt. in Boise.
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BSUGymn
(UA)-lbe Boise State gymnastics
squad, buoyed by an exceptional
night on the balance beam, established a new BSU team scoring
record, by downing VlBshington
State University 133.90-127.30.
"Our balance beam routines
were phenomenal. I can't even
remember when one of our teams
came near our 34 5 team score on
beam," said Coach Head.
Wlile BSU's balance beam routines highlighted the meet, the
Bronco's all-arounders showed
their form by capturing all top five
positions in the competition.
Lori Talbot, 34.35, placed first
·in the uneven bars qnd balance
beam to lead the Bronco's a11-arounder-assault.
Talbot was followed by Cecily
Corder, '32.55; Kelly Parker, 32.0;
Wary Howard, 31.80; and tv'artha
t-bward, 31.60.
The most impressive fact about
Boise Slate's all-arounders, is that
four are freshman, and Corder is
only a sophomore.
''They really stuck up for each
other, I' said Coach Head. ''You
can sense.the spirit of a team out
there. Everyone pulling for each
other, no long faces, just going
out and getting after it."
Commenting on vv.:lU's performance, Coach Head said, ''VI.GU
didn't do as' well as I' had
expected.
.They're a talented
team, out I think first meet
mistakes took their toll."
''They should have been a little

more cautious.
Their balance
beam and uneven oar falls were
mainly due to the trick difficulty in
their routines. It might be a little
early in the season for some of
their tricks," said Head.
Another positive individual development for BSU, that Coach
Head spotted during the competltion, was Linda Rife's fine performance on the uneven bars. "Last
week Linda, linda participated as

an exhibition performer, but she's
been pushing herself and working
hard during practice," said Head.
"Add Linda to Talbot, Parker and
Corder on the bars, and that
becomes a solid event for us."
After Christmas break, Boise
,State will challenge nationally
ranked division one team, BYU
(Jan. 10), Utah Sta.te and
Nebraska (Jan. 11) on the road.
"Coming off bread and with a

coupleof weeks of practice, these
two non-eonference meets should
be an excellent opportunity for us
to prepare for conference," said
Coach Head.
"It's going to be a tough read
trip. The other teams will have the
home gym psychological advantage, compounded with the fact
that they're just darn good
teams," Head said.
One sad note on the horizon for

the gymnastics squad, is the
departure 'of assistant coach
Jackie Carringer.
carringer retums to Seattle, Wlshingt~n after
completing her studies at BSU
this semester.
.
""Her support and technical expertise will be sorely missed, but
much more than that, Jackie, the
person, will be missed," said
Head.

Weber Coach Pulls Wrestlers Off Mat.

byMke Riplinger
score 34-20 In the Bronco's favor.
Arbiter Staff
Stalling is a violation where a
"If I don't get my way, I'm gonna wrestler is pinalized for nongo home." V\t1en a young child
aggressive action on his opposays sornethlnq like this and nent. A wrestler who is in control
proceeds to leave It does not seem must work for a pin on his
out of character, because the child onoonent or suffer a one point
lacks the maturity and responslbl\t'\A:lbbhad called the referee
lity that comes with age. But over to the sidelines numerous
when a wrestling coach, \t'\A:lber times during the course of the
State's John \t'\A:lbb takes an match to protest the way that be
attitude like this, you wonder what called stalling. Finally he decided
his mental age is?
. that he had had enough, he and
\t'\A:lbbpulled his wrestlers off his team left the gym complaining
the mat in protest of what he bitterly all the way out the door.
considered bad officiating' after
''That was one of the most
his team built up a 20-10 lead over childish and immature acts that
Boise State Thursday night in I've ever seen," said BSU Coach
Bronco gym.
Mke Young.
''That was comHe felt the referee's interpreta- pletely irresponsible and there
tion of stalling was incorrect, so was no excuse to do something
he took his team out of the gym like that no matter how angry you
immediately after the 158 lb. get."
match ended.
Forfeiting the
"I did think they were stalling
remaining four matches to BSU.
because they weren't aggressive.
These forfeits made the final tv'aybe it wasn't quite as bad as

ago.
Bill Braseth, the rnthe referee was calling it, but then
pounder, (11-5) has beaten his
I wasn't the referee. Still that was
\t'\A:lberopponent three out of the
no reason to take your team off
four times they've wrestled.
the floor, no matter how badly you
Harold Wlitman at 190, (8-5)
think you've been treated," said
pinned his man in the Beehive.
Young.
.
"I think it would have been very .
Up until the V\1ldcat walkout the
close," said Young when asked
dual match had gone pretty much
who he thought would have won if
as expected between these two
the match had finished out. "I'm
Bug Sky powers. BSU'sScott
confident we would have won the
Barrett at 134, and Brent Nokleby
next three weights, and the heavyat 150. had both ended up with
weight match would've been a
draws.
First time starter D:ln
toss up. I think we would have
\t'\A:lekslost at 142, and in a very
beaten thern by one or fwo points
close match, 158-pounder 03ari
though, but I guess we'll never
Schmansky lost due to riding
know.."
time.
The Broncos will have almost a
''They expected to win at 142,
month off before they retum to the
150, and 158 against our three
to
freshmen.
But we planned on- mats when they travel
Sacramento
and
take
on
winning the next three Which are
Sacramento State January 11.
our best weights," said Young.
''Wa need to rest so that all of
Rick \Abod at 167, with a
our injuries will hear. It'll be nice'
(11-1-1) record had already beaten
to have everybody back and wresthis man by ten points in the
ling for a change," said Young.
Beehive Toumament two weeks

INTRODUCING THE. ..

Make this an
Outstanding Christmas

The plan we want you to consider is The New 321 plan designed with you in mind.
THE N.EW 3~1: A meal plan !hat hCl:5
been tested fa many years on campuses just like Boise State.
Essentially, It offers the ultimate In flexible dining.
.
Eat as often as you like, where you like, when you like
Bring friends to meals
100% useable for anything from a coke to a steak dinner
Buy food to take with you into the mountains .
It has no limits short of what you pay for it. This plan is for you.

S]
Each coupon t;>ooksells for $38.80 plus tax ... you receive 40 coupons good in either the
on-eampus boarding program (all you can eat!) or In thesnackbar for anything from snack items to
those "Mama Harris" deli sandwiches!! PLUS for every coupon book you buy you get 5 extra
coupons worth $4.85 FREE. .. that's an additional 12.5% more in food values you can use and
stretch those food dollars!
.
Coupons are good in the resident hall dining program:
Breakfast
one coupon
Lunch
two coupons
Dinner
three coupons
Steak Dinner
four coupons

~~4~
fi~~/lPn

Coupons are like cash in the snack bar:
Eachcoupon has a cash equivalent of $0.97 on any olthe many items offered in the snack bar

for Christmas!
Hers: Goldtone, ultra thin $275
His: Day/date water resistant
5 year battery, English,
Spanish calendar, yellow
top stainless steel back $225

I

Dur 321 Caupan Pru69jra1ffi
Saves- "tau Maney

111111111~la~~~
8lt.W.IDAHO
DOWNTOWN BOISE
Phone 343-6151

-,

1

the truth. If you are a hungry eater, the 321
The more
you eat,
more
youeverytlme
save.: That's
C?upo~
program
is forthe
you.
And
you
. dine With us, the high cost of food glld~ right by,
and you glide right out, appetite satisfied at no'
more cost to you!
Sound like a good deal? We'll be happy to
explain this new and exclling food program ...
or sell you onel Just stop by the food service
office In the student union building and be
prepared to save moneyl
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Broncos Drop Two Games
first two games of the
men's basketball seven-game
road trip ended in disappointment. . Five games" including
contests against conference opponents \l\eber State and Idaho
State, will be played before the
squad retums home Jan. 8 to play
Portland State.
, But now the team is back at full
strength with the retum of starting
junior forward LaiTy rvbKinney's
contact lenses.
rvbKinney had
lost a lens in the Cal .State[bninguez Hills game two weeks
ago, and had been playing well
below average since then.
In Califomia for the last time
this season, the Broncos lost to
.Fresno State 81-52, and fell a little
more gracefully St. M:lry's, 79-73.
Guard D:lve Wiliams led BSU
scoring in both outings, and has
replaced rVtKinney as the team's
top scorer.,
.
N Fresno State ThurSday, BSU
shot 36.5 per cent from the field,
well below their current average of
50%. rvbKinney and Wiliams,
combined, put down seven of 21
shots from the field, with Wiliams
scoring 11 points to M::Kinney~s4

and forward John Anderson's 6.
rvbKinney led a badly-outrebounded team with 4 boards, and
center DaveRichardson had three.
The balanced Bulldogs, which
gave away at least two inches at
each forward position, were led by
forward Rod Higgins with 16
points.
An even shorter St. M:lry's team
also out-rebounded and out-free
threw the Broncos Friday night.
Richardson
and
Anderson
grabbed ten of the team's 18
rebounds while Wiliams hustled
for 22 points, but could not stop
the Gaels from rebounding at the
Bronco basket.

43 attempts good, while Ken
Copeland: a substitute cuard is
shooting 72.7 on half that many
attempts.
.
Wiliams leads theteam with 15
points a game, while M::Kinney
has slid to 12.8 points and 8.4
rebounds a game: Richardson
and Anderson are close in rebounds, with 7.1 and 5.5 boards a
game respectively, and reserve
~:~~~~~~n M:lyfield picks up' 4.3

M:ltt Wlderson, a sophomore
forward, continues to be the
team's top scoring. reserve, with
8.5 points agame.Wldflrson also
nabs an average of 3.9 rebounds.
After I/WOming, the Broncos
SI\IC's outside shooting also
will
travel
to
Tacoma,
gave BSU problems, especially . 'v'Iashinglon, for the Puget Sound
.quard David Vann, who pumped in
Invitational toumament Dec, 28
23 points. The game was hot and
and 29. Their first 1980 action will
Gold for' the Broncos, who led
be against \l\eber and ISU January
35-31 at the half.
4-5, and play Portland State Jan. 8
After a 68.9 per cent shooting
at home before traveling to U. of
effort in the St. M:lry's heartIdaho January 12. The Broncos'
breaker, BSU will be taking an
first Big Sky home games will be
even .500 field goal shooting
Jan. 17 and 19, against tvbntana
percentage to \/'Vyoming D3c. 19.
and tvbntana State.
Richardson is still the shooting
AIr games will be broadcast over
efficiency leader with 67.4 of his
KBOI Radio, 670 AM.

Broncos Receive Honors
by Jerry Richards
I-M watchers to find out that
.
Arbiter Staff
Eastem Kentucky made an utter
Kudos to three players on the fool of this reporter by beating out
outstanding BSU football team: Lehigh in the Mini-Division
in particular, Joe Allotti, Doug ichampionships last Saturday, by
Scott, Kenrick Camerud.. AlioW the unconsciouable scoreof 30-7.
and Scott were picked on the first Eastemhad a week earlier beaten
team of the Associated Press out Nevada-Reno to face the
Little All-American Team for their runners-up, who had taken down
respective talents and efforts at Mmay State (JR's title choice).
quarterback and linebacker. \I\e
Ah well - basketball is now
Bronco fans know, of course, that full-time on the minds of Bozo
there's nothing "little" about the State sports watchers, and the Big
performance of either.
Also,
Kenrick Kicker gained accolades
as the honorable mention toe on
the nationwide
Freshman-All
America team, the only Big Sky
frosh to do so.
vi.tlile we're still on football, it
may interest many of you Division

Sky has a lot to watch. NAU
practically got double-scored by
undefeated Mssouri, but is still
5-2; \l\eber continues to bounce
the ball off opponents' heads as
they remain 7-1; tvbntana and
MiU likewise have only one
defeat; Boise State has trouble
against any sort of defense at all;
and Idaho, ISU and Nevada-Reno
struggle for any sort of respectability (with the Vandals the apparent leader).

A Private World Without Equal.

.II~

GEM FllTE CENTER

SALES - CHARTER -SERVICE -INSTRUCTION
3541 Rickenbacker Street
Boise, Idaho 83705
(208) 345-7390

. I

Two locations
with Quality Winter
Clothing & a wide selection
of cross country skis;
1101 W. Idaho and in the Overland Park
. Stop in & talk with us - our Complete
packages start as low as 124.50
We have skis from Rossignol, Asnes
Trak, Fischer, and Lovett plus
boots from Norrona, .Havgene &
Trak.
RENTALS ARE AVAI LABLE.
(DOWNTOWN)

342-7738

~

(OVERLAND)' 376-4484

Art Supply
IDAHO'S LAI\GESr
DE-ALEL\
f<totUlfong MojoII' Bffends:

Fa!:)!

IElI

IEI~ElI

IElI

~

TeitHntDS

ml' ""

lh~§Winter .

~

':~

~~
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~& SWIM CWB; BNC.
1116 NORTH COLE ROAD·
=181

iEl~ml
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IElI

'Elt

.(;]1

Crescent Cardboard
Koh-i-Noor

Pigments
F Weber

Sculpture

Strathmore
Chart Pak

House

Liqultex

Bienfang

Bee Paper

Speedball

Pickett

X-Acto

Ulano

Testrite
Eberhard Faber

A-W-Faber
Pentclic

..D'arches

'f-~\e::~,

130ISE.JDAHO 83704 • 208-376-1052
IE"

~
'~

RACOJUET

EI'~

~

fl1 '

-,'ULL TIM E STU DENTS ONLY -

Grumbacher
Winsor Newton

~. , Permanent

SPECIAL STUDENT MEMBERSHIP
$15 for Spring Semester entities you to
the use of Indoor Tennis Courts at member

~

ID,

ill

IElI

!PRay IndooR'

m,'

8

, lEU

8

Osrniroid

820 W. Jefferson 345--2564 Mon~sat 9-5:30

m

Your Molenaar's
Representqtives
on Campus
Rick
Choose Frorn..
OurSelecfioil

of

Diamond Jewelry
Watches
.Earrings
. Pendants
, , .and much .more .

1207BrOad~ay2

.mlmooM

Jewelers

BlockS South of Bronco Stadium
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Com oser Featured
in Gal·lervConcert
States with orchestras, in concerts, and on radio and television.
soon to be released albums feature bim and his work. In the near
future, he and dancer/choreographer, Elizabeth Gottlieb, will
tour the Northwest as representatives of the V'l.estem States Arts
Foundation, in a unique duo
called "The, New City Ensemble/Showcase". M-. MlFrederick
is a part-time resident of Salmon,
Idaho, his birthplace.

On I!I.ednesday, December 19,
at 8 p.m., the Boise Gallery of Art
has arranged for a performance by
Mchael rv'cFrederick, a' pianist
and composer of New York City.
Performing with M-. MlFrederick
will be Kelly Wiliams, playing
flute and Forrest Hartvigsen, playing oboe, both of Boise.

A Film Review: The Silent Scream

fully pulsestopping.And there's a
Anthony Burt (
nice original touch to the film,
This is a fine little flick that
delivers precisely what it adver- which raises it above the typical
tises -- and more. (In other words, summer drive-in fare. Usually, in
such films (Drive-In M3ssacre is a
pee before you see the film.)
Every cliche of the shriek-stab recent classy example), folks who
genre is here. Yet, the film is poontang around get punished:
carefully produced. The actors are their petting hands get lopped off
competent, photography service- by a 2O-foot silvery butcher blade,
able, music appropriately bass their revealed breast electricand zithery, and the editing skill- knifed to oblicion-and so-on, for

other privy parts. The old Puritan
Bhic: the Naughty get punished.
Not so, in Silent Scream. The
refreshing moral seems to be that
those who get it on, survive!

***)

!he free, public. \l\kdnesday
Night Program will include works
by C. Dsbussey, M CastelnuovoTedesco, A. Salieri,
L. van
Kelly Wiliams has studied flute
Beethoven, F. Llszt, F. Chopin,
and a cornposltlon
by Mr. -Ior 13 years and has attended
Eastem \!\.ashington State and
rv'cFrederick.
. Michael
New England Conservatory of
MlFrederick graduated from San
MJsic. In addition, she has won a
Jose University and continued
number of prestigeous awards at
studies at JuilJiardin [Ji?_nowith
Josef Raieff, composition with . the Music Educators National'-Conference and the Greater
Stanley \!\.bite, and conducting
Spokane Allied Arts Festival.
with Vincent LaSelva. Ha has also
studies piano with Arminda
Forrest Hartvigsen has had an
conteros. He has won numverous
active interest in' music since
awards and grants including the
gradeschool. His experience is in
1979 artists Intemational Compepiano, trumpet, french hom, retition in New York.
He has
corder, and oboe with a particular
performed and has had his music
interest in Baroque and Chamber
performed across the United
Music.

"Messiah" Sing-along Set-OJ you enjoy George Frederick
Handel'I "Messiah"? \!\.buld you
like bo be one of the singers in
tnls famous oratorio?
A"Messiah"
sing-along
is
planned at Boise State University -Saturday, Dec, 22, at 1:30 p.rn, in
the Music Auditorium.
Both singers and listeners are invited. Singers are asked to bring
their own scores; however a few

AS THEY ROARED INTO BATTLE, ONLY
ONE THING WAS MBSSlt~«i ..:THIEENEMY.

The I!I.ednesday Night Program
is made possible through funds
from .the Gallery, the Beaux Arts
Societe, and the Idaho Commission on the Arts. Admission is
free, however, donations are
gratefully accepted.
Gallery hours on I!I.ednesdays
are 10 am - 9 pm. Viewing of the'
current exhibition, "Images North
and South" may take place prior to
the evening's program.

scores will be available at the
sing-along, Those attending will
be asked for a $1 donation for
mtsceitaneous expenses. Refreshments will be served.

For further information about
joining
in this
traditional
Christmas presentation, contact
Wlber Elliott at the BSU Music
D:lpartment, 385-1771. .
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With diamonds for Christmas, shes
suddenly the loveliest.lady alive!
Your gift or diamonds will rl"k" ~.?,feel beautiful
and cbenshcc No wonder so,m,];,.. men head str<llghtfor
The Diamond Store for Chnstrnes shopplngl

STARTSDEC. 21

a $:)50 b $1.100
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-~onday.

by Gilbert Shelton

Dec. ..7

WONDER WART~HOG

Final Exams Begin

"The Nurds 'of November"

Arbiter Issuo 1116, Ski Issuo on tho
Slands.

Tuesday. Dec. i 8
Final Exams Continuo

DS'c. i 9

Wednesday.
Mon's basketball
laramie

vs.

Wyoming

at

Final Exams continuo yet onother day.

Thursday. Dec. 20
"A Christmas Carol":
Presented by
the Idaho Public Theatre, 8:00
p.m., In the YWCA.
Would you bellevo that final exams
continue stili?

Friday. Dec. 21
Residence Halls close at noon. Christmas Break Begins.
"A Christmas Carol":
Presented by
the Idaho Public Theatre, 8:00
p.m., In the YWCA.

Saturday. Dec. 22
"A Christmas Carol":
Presented by
the Idaho Public Theatre, 8:00
p.m., In the YWCA.

Sunday. DS'c. 23

CUiLINE #1: This is a 19th century engraving of the Talkies
reviewers about to be fed a poisoned turkey be an irate
theatre manager. [The one at the head of the table and
closest to the front is Anthony Burt.]
ALTERNATE ClJfLINE:
Here's hoping that everyone has an
entertaining and filling Christmas. [PleaSenote that nowhere
under this picture did the words, ''God bless us everyone",
appear.]

Absolutely nothing happens, you might
as well stay In bed.

M.onday. Dec. 24BSU Closed
Grades due In the registrar's olflco by
noon.
Havo a merry Christmas tommorrow:

1

,!

PEANUTS®
r KNEW IT! I KNEW
THERE'D BE A SLEIGH
AROUND HERE SOMEWHERE

THIS FAT GUlf IN THE
RED SUIT FLIES ALL
OVER THE WORLD ...

ALL WE HAVE TO 00 /5
HITCH A RIDE ON THE
BACI(ANDWE'LL BE
HOME IN NO TIME ...

For Sols>
LEARN TO FLY
Most Reasonable Rates In Boise Area
Call 336-4049 After 5 p.rn.
You don't need to be poor while you oro
In school. Earn substantlallncomo with
part tlmo work.
Excollent training,
floxlblo hours.
3 credit hours oro
posslblo.
For moro Information call
3n-0210 an<t tolk to Honk Weathorby
or Bob Rico at Northwestorn Mutual

lIlo.·

.

TEACH OVERSEAS
For details,
send self-addressed,
stamped, long envelope to:
Teaching
Box 1049
San Diego, CA 92112
WOMENI

MENI

JOBSI

GIFT SPECIAL: Harmony
nylon-string, 2 years old, not a bad
Instrument. Slightly damaged, so I
can't sell It for what It's worth. $60 or a
reasonable offer takes II home.
ALSO: BASS GUITAR. Bright sound
with two humbuckllng pickups. 2V,
years old, well cared for. A bargain at
$100 with case. Call 38S-1464days and
ask for Bud.
IMPROVE YOUR GRADESI
Send $1.00 for your 306-page catalog of
collegiate research.
10,250 topics'
listed,
Box 25097G, Los Angeles,
California, 90025: (213) 4n-8826.

Misc.
. Nooded Ona-Wov
Ride for two people to Michigan. Will
share expenses. Can leave Dec. 21.
Call collect to Payette, 642-4251.

Crulseshlps! Saillng.expedltionsl'
No
experience. Good pay! Europel So.
Pacific, Bahamas, World! Send $4.95
lor AppllcatlonlinfolJobs
to Cruiseworld 6, Box 60129, sacramento, CA.
'15860.

FOR RENT
Two homes In S.E. Boise close to BSU 4
BDRM 1V:z bath dbl gar $420 plus
deposltl2 bdrm 1 blh $250 plus
deposltlcall 344.()617 Eves & Wknds.

Ride for two peoplo to Michigan. Will
share expenses. Can leave 0«. 21.
call cotloct to Payette, 642-4251.

Tired of Renting? Ftrul out how If you
can qualify for financing, and what your
monthly payments would be.
Nice
two-bedroom homes now being built.
Cory 336-1873.

Easy Extra lricoma
2-3 hourslweek. Interesting, enjoyable
and educational. Introducing our
Student Career Services to Campus
customers via telephone and media
. presentations. No experience
necessary. Commission basis. Write:
The Atablchron
12255 Viejo Camino
Atascadero, CA 93422

Notice to those students wanting to
. become involved In the decision, making process of BSU: Two senators
are needed to fill the recently vacated
positions of Senator of Education and
Senalor 01 Business. Apply for these
positions by contac1ing Joy McClean,
chairperson of the personnel selection
committee.

Lost and found
LOST
Lost. Borah class ring, 1979. Slivor
with a clear stone. Lost In the Science
Ed. Building on 121.10. Please return.
Reward. 342-4470.
SUB Information Lost &. Found:
Found:
Karate Beltlwhlte,
blue knlt hat,
. gold knit hat, White sailors' hat, white
muffler, gold muffler.
.Red mitten, white mitten, black
leather glove, brown glove, 2 pro beige
gloves, 1 pro red & blue ski gloves, 1 pro
brown shoes.
Afro comblblack, blue prints, baby
bottle, orange glass, 4 pro glasses
wlcases., 2 brown coin cases, green
coin purse wI blue beads, brown wallelID Sam Everette, brown tri-fold walletID James Wlnblgler.
Camera, adapter for calculator, sliver
& red necklace, sliver bracelet, blue
BSU Frlsbee, black Lunch box, Alpha
Kappa Phi Pledge Manual, 3 combs,
many keys-single and on assorted key
rjngs.
Books: The West End Horror, Flute
Music byFrench compesers, Channel
Stero from Sourco to Sound, BG3t
Science Fiction Stories of tho Yaar,
Sugar Blues, 2500 Anocdotos for All
Occsslons, Stoto Trooper.
ID's: Sandy Armstrong-Bank Card,
William AIIes:"AC1ivlty Card, Cascio
Gapozzl-·Drlvers
L1c., Mary' Kay
Reynolds·-BYU
ID card, Charles
Morgan-Insurance card, Sam Everette
-Small' engine Repair certification
card, Hobert Johnson-Meal Card.
Ladles Timex, Men's Timex, 35mm
bulk Film Loader, School ring-Initials
G. S. S" Turquoise 'Ring, sliver band
ring, crude sliver band ring. Numerous
notebooks.
. ~

---t--'--U-. -f-A-t··

!

BSlJ- The hopes and prayers of thousands of aeotea and
unaevotea W1nder VLarthog fans were answered today when it
was announced that the swiney hero would return to the pages
of the Arbiter for the Spring '80 semester. There were reports of
happy students dancing in the street at the news of W3rthog's
return and church bells could be heard ringing throughout the
city. W7en questioned about how he felt about his announced
return to the Arbiter the always taciturn' W3rthog replied, "Oink. "

..... ,
::::::=:::====1
A-FOND FAREWHALE.
This wook, we'ro all I18d· because
Becky's moving to illinois and this Is
her VDry last Issuo Df tho paper and,'
sob, she was a great layout person, fun
tobo around and 0 good Viorkor, always
cheorlul, wry sonso of humor, kind,
maturo, tho wholo blt-wa'. feel almoat
weepy.
Thanks, Mr. Kiwi-no, one'a
enough lor now, I'll wring It out II It
gets soppy. BOOHOOIII
Honestly,
Mr. KIWI, of COUI1lO
I know lI'a not her
hIReral or anything; but hock, che'a ono
. of our FAvorites, after ell. And her
slster.used tD ling In tho Sliver. Valloy
chapter of Sweot. AdeIlIlGS wllh m

her, ovon (her namA'. Nancy and
she tought at Sunnysldo. and then
movod back to Caldwell, remember
Mom?). Wo'ro gonna miss Becky, wo
truly oro, but wo hDJn she likes
Wheaton, anywhalllS. Bye-byo, kid, we
lovo yo.
AND LISA'S GOING TOOIII Gonz,
you jusl can't turn around In this office
without soolr;g a follow worker gol!l
CeUIW, SHE'a soff/ng out for a lob
that'a morl! presTEEzhua and prob'ly
PAYS more, but gosh, good ai' lisa
sure was good at tokln' those '01'
Declasllfled
wlnnerl'
namol and
lilli_In'
tho oI'p/ljIno and stull. She
IdId IUit about evorythlng, we gUOD.
Whale, be aure to keep In tDuch.
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Savings from 20% .. 50,%

-Pub. at
. Fix-It- Yourself

~

Our
PriCe

1929
~
the Day the Bubble Burst.14:9O

11.96
11.96

1k95'
:1k95

7.16
11.96
,7.96

Joy of Cooking
J..1-=95'
Chinese Cooking.6:-95

9;56

2.98

15.95

Aunt Erma's Cope Book
1980 Writer's Market
Good Work

i
r.,

.9-:95

0

c
.<,-~~,-~~

•

Mexican Cooking/French Cooking
Each pub. at 6:% Your Choice 2.98

c

<'~""!..Ii.,,,,.~,'.-K<~~-"14U<""

The Hobbit -Illustrated
Giants

36:00

28.00

~

12.76

How to Gamble in a Casino
~
How toGet Whatever You Want gs.s

To Catch a King
Good as Gold

..:ur.95

8.76

.12-:95" 10.36

Isaac Aslmov
TroubleWith Nowadays
How to Prosper'

I•.

7.96
7.96

j.(}.OO

&95

8.00
7.16

Pub. at

The Road to Infinity
&95
Extraterrestrial Civi Ilzat ions :t..Q-=OO

Metallic 1980 catendars
Your Choice 8;50·

The .New
BronCo
Look . only
7.50
c. •. '.
.
".',
.
'.

Our
Price
7.16
8.00

Be #1 for only 4.95

TWO:"Tone Nylon

~aCkpaCks Only

Ladles' Cas'usl Shirts only 4.95

15.95
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